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Introducing an essential addition to the 5-million-copy bestselling Brain Quest Workbook series!

Finally, 5th graders can reinforce what they learn in school with a new workbook from Brain Quest.

The book boasts 300 pages jam-packed with curriculum-based activities and exercises in every

subject, with a focus on math and language arts. Original full-color illustrations throughout give the

book a bright, lively style that will appeal to older kids. It is engaging, user-friendly, and written to

make schoolwork fun. Fifth graders will enhance their skills in reading comprehension, multiplication

and division, fractions and decimals, algebraic thinking, and probability and data. The workbook

covers spelling and vocabulary, writing, social studies, science, and more. Written in consultation

with the Brain Quest Advisory Panel of award-winning teachers specific to each grade level, and

with all content aligned with Common Core standards. Plus fun stuff: Each workbook comes with a

mini-deck with 100 all-new Brain Quest questions and answers.
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I have been purchasing these products for years, I received this yesterday and my daughter is

already doing the activities and with a smile . I love all the option in these books I am about to order

the 6th grade version as well. I recommend this to any parent that wants to advance their child's

academic skills.



I like the whole Brain Quest brand. I have been purchasing BQ for years for my children. They love

the flash cards and workbooks. My son finished 5th grade this past June. I ordered the 5th grade

book for him as a review of the previous grade and to see if he missed anything during the year. He

enjoys doing the book and I think because of the colorful pages and assignments. The assignments

aren't so long that he gets exhausted and frustrated. The pages have "Brainbox" on the pages that

show children how to do the work as well as easy to read information about the material covered.

Going over the assignments it appears that the material starts off easy and progresses to more

difficult assignments. I've purchased other brand books with assignments but I find my children

more likely to enjoy and finish the assignments in the BQ workbooks.

The book was put together well. It started out with basic review of fourth grade information and

progressed into a fifth grade learning level. It was broken down into several sections, covering a

good deal of information. I only wish that it was broken down into days instead of subject matter, ie:

start on day 1 and do one worksheet of math, one of science, one of English, etc. Instead, each

subject was given a color coded section. I understand why the publisher did this, but it would make

it easier for me and my kid, to track by days.

I've ordered these the past few years to help supplement with our home schooling and have found

although not thorough enough in all areas of instruction is is a great starter and is easy for my child

to complete and understand most lessons on his own. It's great for review and to brush up and

master skills. It's not overwhelming at all and is pretty simple. I luv the brain boxes in the corner on

the pages that help refresh and jog memory of a skill so kids are not lost or have to look back to find

what was previously covered. The answer key in the back of the book is great too.

VERY pleased with these books as they hit all subjects & show how to do & give tips! Very

informative books I just wish they'd continue through at least 8th grade. Been buying these for yrs &

will continue to until I cant no more. lol

I absolutely LOVE Brain Quest workbooks. I have been buying them for several years for my son. I

love how the book is divided up into different skills and it is easy to see which skill is being taught on

each page. Each page has a good amount of problems as well as a small section with some

explanation of vocabulary terms and concepts. (sometimes I'd like more explanation though). The

book has color in it which gives some visual interest. I bought this Gr. 5 book because it has a



writing section which my son needs to work on. There is a nice answer guide in the back. Plus, the

book opens nice and flat so that it is easy to work on both pages. I hate it when books flop shut and

the page that was being worked on is lost. The paper thickness is great - not too thick where they

are see through or rip, but still thick enough. Instead of carrying around the whole book I will rip out

sheets and take them with my in my suitcase for on the plane or in the car so having the pages just

a little thicker is nice in this situation.

Great for the Summer break. Keeps my daughter's mind focused. She will be in the 5th grade in

August and I'm amazed how much she already knows!I recommend this book to all kids for Summer

review!!!

I am a huge fan of the brain quest series of workbooks. I have worked within education for the past

few years and spent many years as a nanny before that. The brain quest workbooks are fun and

easy to understand. They challenge the student to learn new things or improve their skills without

discouraging them or leaving them bored. I have seen children as young as 4 and as old as 11

really enjoy these workbooks. I purchased the 5th grade version for my sister to use and she really

enjoyed it (as much as a 5th grade girl can enjoy doing school work during summer vacation). I

would recommend these to anyone looking for a great workbook for sharpening skills during

summer or even during the school year!
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